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Abstract. User Experience (UX) is increasingly popular as a success factor in a product, system or service in many sectors and industries, including government institutions. User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) is one of the tools to measure UX. The purpose of this study is to measure UX on the SIMPATIKA Service Application as one type of E-Government Online Services in the Ministry of Religious Affairs of Indonesia. There are 127 employees of Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs participating in this research as respondent. The results of this study found that the SIMPATIKA Service obtained a very positive UX score on attributes of attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, and stimulation. However, novelty has a score quite positive than other attributes. The results of this study can be provides additional ideas for further development of the application of SIMPATIKA service at the Indonesian Ministry of Religious Affairs.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Many practitioners and researchers use user experience or User Experiences (UX) in various fields, and research related to user experience has grown tremendously [1]. UX emerged as a major concern in designing a planning strategy for online service providers or developers, especially for web site-based service owners in line with the high dynamics of competition due to the advancement of internet technology and the increasingly sophisticated knowledge of online users. UX has many aspects to consider in designing an interactive web-based application [2]. There are different types of frameworks to measure the user experience; one of which is User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [1]. UEQ is provided for free to use as a user experience tool. UEQ can give a broader impression of user experience including aspects of usability. It can also be a method tool for accurately interpreting the results in six (6) scales (attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, stimulation,
and novelty) with twenty-six (26) items [3].

1.2 UX on E-Government Online Services

In recent decades, E-Government has received increasing attention as many governments recognize the importance of using information and communication technologies to provide efficient and transparent governance [4]. Electronic government (E-Government) is defined as the use of computers and the Internet by governments to convey information and services to citizens, businesses, and other stakeholders [5]. Various factors in the success of E-Government services are not measured only in terms of improving the utilization of services according to the citizen's perspective as users, but also influenced from the government's perspective as providers [6]. Although UX measurements have been used to assess a wide range of products or systems or services, there has not been much research evaluating online services at a government institution using UX measurements. Evaluating the user experience of E-Government Online Services can affect government performance in improving their public services to the public.

1.3 SIMPATIKA Service Application

In Indonesia, the central government encourages all government institutions and regional ministries in developing E-Government. One of the efforts undertaken by the Ministry of Religious Affairs of Indonesia is to build the Management Information System for Teachers and Education Personnel (SIMPATIKA Service) as one type of E-Government Online Services in the context of Government to Employee (G2E). SIMPATIKA's users are leaders, government employee as administrators, teachers and education personnel as end users within the Ministry of Religious Affairs of Indonesia [7]. The service is a type of Human Resource Information System designed specifically for users of teachers and education personnel in madrasah throughout Indonesia.

Application of SIMPATIKA Services based on internet technology (web) which is one type of E-Government Online Services in Indonesia. The SIMPATIKA application is enabled for teacher portfolio management, teacher incentive feasibility calculation, and monitoring of the performance of madrasah teachers across Indonesia. Each teacher is given an individual account to transact through the SIMPATIKA application. Each transaction that they do will be verified and validated by Ministry of Religious employees by online and tiered from district to provincial level [7]. The interaction between teachers and employees who served as validator and verifier is done online without having to meet face to face. It's a form of public administration whose interactions are entirely online.

Therefore, measuring the user experience on SIMPATIKA Services becomes very important. By measuring the user experience will provide additional ideas from the user's perception of the specific attributes of a system [8]. Researchers and technical personnel can formulate the need to develop and improve a system. The main focus is to choose the best design alternative to ensure that software development is in the right direction, and there is certainty in meeting the needs of users [9].

1.4 Research Objectives

The purpose of this study is to know the user experience (UX) from the perspective of government employees assigned to operationalize the SIMPATIKA Services application in order to provide services to the teachers as end users. UX SIMPATIKA is measured through attributes of attractiveness, clarity, efficiency, dependence, stimulation, and novelty using the UEQ model. Results and
interpretation of the study as recommendations to improve the application of SIMPATIKA Services to government employees who operationalize it.

2 Literature Study

2.1 User Experience (UX) Overview

User Experience (UX) becomes a significant area in several industries along with increasing consumer demands on useful and usable technology needs. The UX concept incorporates features such as effectiveness, efficiency, learning ability with added other standards such as fun on usage, attraction, or aesthetics [3].

To design an effective product or system or service, it is important to ensure that the service or system or product can provide an adequate user experience for all user group targets. Certain user groups such as the elderly, the disabled, or people with low education will have different user experiences, so there is need for adjustments to their conditions. Therefore, managing the quality aspects of the user experience is critical [10].

User experience (UX) is increasingly important as a parameter of achieving the success of a product or system or service from various fields [1], including in government. It is also one of the areas of science that can help strengthen connections between providers with users or customers [11].

2.2 User Experience (UX) Studies

There are various user experience frameworks (UX) that are widely used in various studies such as Standardized User Experience Percentile Rank Questionnaire (SUPR-Q), Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS), Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI), System Usability Scale (SUS), and User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ). Each of these Frameworks has a goal of measuring UX as well as its advantages and disadvantages [1].

Most of the user experience frameworks require a license to use them. QUIS can be used to evaluate the general reusability of a system, but it is not free. QUIS is similar to SUS, but SUS is free and more convenient to use especially in assessing software reusability. QUIS uses a fairly difficult assessment method and gives relatively difficult results for in-depth analysis. However, QUIS has advantages in terms of availability of validation support compared to SUS because users can use the support to validate the results of the questionnaire more accurately [12].

Other measurement frameworks, SUPR-Q and SUMI are also useful tools for analyzing the results of questionnaires [1]. SUMI can measure various systems for its use [13], while SUPR-Q is more specific in assessing a website. SUPR-Q allows users to access datasets from various websites to compare scores between websites [14]. However, compared to these four tools in measuring user experience, User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) can provide a deeper impression of user experience and more precise results with ease. In addition, the best reason is that UEQ can be used free of charge for free [15].

2.3 User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ)

User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) is one of the tools to measure user experience (UX). UEQ enables faster UX measurements in an interactive product [16]. It is used in a variety of research contexts such as for the assessment of business software, development tools, social networking, websites and web services [11].

Items and UEQ scales are derived from analytical approach data (Santoso,
Currently, it is available in many languages such as: Indonesian, Portuguese, German, English and more [15]. UEQ has six (6) variables: attractiveness, efficiency, perspectivity, dependency, stimulation, and novelty with twenty-six (26) items. Fig. 1 shows the UEQ scale structure.

Fig. 1. UEQ Scale Structure

In 2005, the original UEQ scale and its items are generated from the information investigation approach [17]. In the first step, two (2) large groups of reusable specialists through brainstorming sessions made up the possibility of 229 items. With the results of the analysis and assessment of the specialists, of the 229 items were reduced to eighty (80). Eighty (80) items are then used in several studies that focus on intuitive product properties such as software packages, mobile address books, or business systems and online collaborations. In general, 153 participant data was collected as an important information index. Six scales and 26 items representing UEQ were finally extracted using factor analysis from the collected data. Six (6) variables or UEQ scales are the result of checks on previous studies [3].

Furthermore, UEQ can give a full impression on the user experience, from the point of view of the prevalent use of the user's perspective. UEQ also serves as an explanatory tool for accurately translating the results [1]. It is useful to evaluate the quality of a software continuously during the development process [3]. Therefore, UEQ measurements can be made in any software update [11].

According to research [11], developers, managers, and user feedback are needed to improve a product. So, to develop good software it is necessary to consider usability factor and user experience. Instead, UX describes the total impact of a product to the end user. UEQ is a tool capable of continuous UX assessment of a product or service with little effort. In [10] investigation, UEQ is used to have a faster assessment. The UEQ scale is intended to include a broader impression of the user experience. The questionnaire configuration supports the user's reaction moments to show the impression, sentiment, and mentality that arise when the user interacts with a product or system or service. In addition, the UEQ questionnaire is compiled fairly
briefly and can be completed by respondents within a few minutes.

3 Methodology

The research framework (see Fig. 2) starts with data collection, where the questionnaire is given to the respondents. Respondents from government officials assessed the SIMPATIKA application they had operated as part of their work assignment. After data is collected, than use the UEQ tool which is an excel file for entering data and automatically delivering results that are baseline for data analysis and interpretation.

3.1 Questionnaire

The questionnaire in this study has two main parts, namely: (1) User Profile and (2) UEQ for SIMPATIKA Service application. In this study, the Standard User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) was not altered from the original, which means having all six (6) scales and twenty six (26) items [15]. Thus, the scale and items are used to measure attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency, dependability, and stimulation, and product novelty (in this case the SIMPATIKA Service application). Fig. 3 shows the standard questionnaire instruments from UEQ in Bahasa Indonesia.

The pragmatic or objective-oriented qualities of a product on a scale are: (1) perspicuity, (2) efficiency, and (3) dependability. On the other hand, stimulation and novelty are the viewpoints of hedonic or non-goal oriented qualities (Hassenzahl, 2001) [18]. While attraction is a common fact or condition and assumes that the responsiveness of users related to scale for attractiveness is formed from their responses related to other scales [1]. The questionnaire items are arranged as semantic differentials which consist of several pairs of words with opposite meanings.
Fig. 3. UEQ Instrument in Bahasa Indonesia

3.2 Sample Selection

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the respondent profile. This study involved 127 respondents or participants who are employees who served as administrator of SIMPATIKA application in 34 Provincial Office of the Ministry of Religious Affairs of Indonesia. The respondents have been experienced for an average of 2 (two) years in using SIMPATIKA applications since 2015. In particular, the educational qualifications of the respondents are predominantly undergraduate.

3.3 Data Collection

Employees are given access to an online questionnaire where they should enter their profile and assess their user experience on the SIMPATIKA applications they have operated for the past 2 (two) years. To obtain valid and reliable answers, respondents were briefed on how to understand the questionnaire standards because the items were arranged in pairs with opposing meanings. The validity and reliability of the scales of the UEQ standard have been examined in various studies and show that their scale reliability is quite high [15]. In addition, this tool has proven to be reliable for its consistency based on Cronbach's Alpha coefficient [3].
Table 1. Profile Respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demography</th>
<th>Total Users</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-40</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laki-Laki</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perempuan</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3/D4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiences:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 tahun</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 10 tahun</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 15 tahun</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 15 tahun</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>127</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Data Analysis

UEQ items are scaled from -3 to +3. Thus, the most negative response is -3, the neutral response is 0, and most of the positive responses are +3. The value that sets the user's positive feedback above +1 while the negative is below -1. The range of -2 to +2 is considered the scale meaning observed. If the average scale approaches +2, then it reflects a good impression of the respondent.

The UEQ analysis basically calculates based on six variables. This does not include the entire score for UX because factor analysis is used to develop it [3]. Nor does it take into account the overall average calculations of all scales because these numbers cannot be interpreted. In the usual explanation, the numbers between -0.8 and 0.8 indicate non-partisan judgments, as for estimates of a number higher than 0.8 illustrating the positive feedback, and a value lower than -0.8 represents a negative impression. In addition, if the average value for a given scale is between 1.5 and 2, it signifies a high quality perspective on the scale [1].
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4 Result and Discussion

Using the UEQ tool and data from 127 respondents, Table 2 shows the results of the measurement values of the six attributes to evaluate the application of SIMPATIKA Services, as Fig. 4 shows the bar graph. The results illustrate that all attributes get more than 0.8 which means a positive evaluation. However, only the novelty attribute shows a lowest value than other attributes. This shows the user's judgment that the SIMPATIKA application is attractive, easy to understand, efficient, reliable, stimulates its use and brings newness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attractiveness</td>
<td>1,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspicuity</td>
<td>1,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>1,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>1,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulation</td>
<td>1,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>0,998</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, the results of the analysis presented show all aspects of attributes have a positive evaluation, where the highest attributes of efficiency while the attribute of novelty has the lowest value compared to other aspects.
5 Conclusions and Suggestions

From the results of the research, it is found that SIMPATIKA Service Application which is one of the types of E-Government Online Services has provided User Experience (UX) enough quality to its users, especially government employees as the correspondent of this research. However, the novelty aspect of the SIMPATIKA application gets a lower value than other aspects. This may be the case because government employees as users do not consider it a factor that influences them to have a good user experience. Or it is because they interpret that novelty scale becomes less important because SIMPATIKA Service application is mandatory. The results of this research can be used by the developer of SIMPATIKA application as a reference to produce a better design or as a contributing factor for the improvement of SIMPATIKA Service application in the future. To date, the results of this study indicate that the application of SIMPATIKA Service has a good value so it does not require further improvement.

6 Limitation and Future Work

This study also has limitations. Firstly, this study only considers one type of E-Government Online Services implemented in the Ministry of Religious Affairs of Indonesia. Government institutions generally have a wide range of E-Government Online Services that differ in function and purpose. Secondly, this investigator does not consider the variation characteristics of respondent profiles such as age, gender, education, and others as factors that may affect the user experience.

Future research may involve other statistical tools in understanding or analyzing the user experience. In addition it should also include other types of E-Government Online Services either in one institution or from other governmental institutions as objects in the study as a comparison. And involves several types of user groups as respondents taking into account the characteristics of these user groups.
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